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Tether, the company behind USDT – a digital token backed by fiat currencies like the dollar and euro – disclosed that a
hack resulted in the loss of $30.95 million worth of tokens.[1] Tether posted an announcement to its website November
19, 2017 reporting that a “malicious action by an external hacker” resulted in the coins being “removed from the Tether
Treasury wallet” and “sent to an unauthorized Bitcoin address.”[2] Tether worked to “blacklist” or otherwise inhibit hackers from using the stolen coins following the hack.
The Tether hack illuminates the privacy, reputational, financial and recovery risks associated with issuing, owning, and storing digital currencies. These risks and events are likely to repeat themselves as more initial coin offerings (“ICO”) come to
the market, and the prices of digital currencies continue to soar.
According to Tether, USDT tokens are pegged to fiat currency to decrease the volatility experienced by non-fiat backed
cryptocurrencies, such as Bitcoin, and to facilitate trading of USDT tokens on crypto-exchanges.[3] Although it is a less
commonly used coin, the Tether hack rippled throughout the cryptocurrency market. News of the Tether theft contributed
to a 5.4 percent decline in Bitcoin’s value the week the incident was announced (it eventually recovered).[4]

Background: Recent Breaches/Cryptocurrency Thefts and the Consequences
Tether is only the most recent of a number of security incidents that have befallen cryptocurrency providers and partners
since the introduction of Bitcoin in 2009. Although the Bitcoin blockchain (the underlying distributed ledger of the digital
currency) itself is often touted as unhacked (as of yet), a litany of digital wallets (resources for users to store cryptocurrencies), cryptocurrency exchanges, and ICOs have suffered losses to hackers, often without realistic recourse for issuers or
users who have incurred significant losses.
Two of the largest cryptocurrency exchanges, Bitfinex and Coinbase, have both been targeted by hackers, as have the
digital wallets of their customers. Last year, Bitfinex suffered the second-largest exchange platform breach, resulting in the
loss of $72 million in users’ Bitcoin from the exchange.[5] The exchange later reimbursed affected customers.[6] The U.S.
Commodity Futures Trading Commission (“CFTC”) also fined the exchange “for offering illegal off-exchange financed
retail commodity transactions,”[7] by offering trades on margin and not “actually delivering” the cryptocurrencies within
the required timeframe of 28 days.[8] The CFTC considered the exchange’s security and access controls in its analysis, and
determined that by controlling the private keys that accessed customers’ digital wallets, Bitfinex was interfering with the
level of “possession and control” required to connote “actual delivery” under the Commodity Exchange Act.[9] Tether
and Bitfinex share an owner,[10] and their relationship, coupled with continued security vulnerabilities, including a distributed denial-of-service (“DDoS”) attack on the exchange as recently as November 26,[11] have fueled speculation and
accusations surrounding the Tether hack.[12]
Coinbase, a cryptocurrency exchange valued at more than $1 billion,[13] has also experienced multiple wallet-based
incidents whereby hackers exposed vulnerabilities to the Signaling System 7 (SS7) to manipulate customers’ SMS-based,
two-factor authentication wallet access systems and drain coins from their accounts, sometimes before their eyes.[14] According to reports, “hackers have never breached Coinbase’s own virtual fortress,”[15] but the exchange’s security has not
prevented significant losses from customers’ accounts.
The risks associated with cryptocurrency operations do not stop at the issuer’s or exchange’s doorstep; massive losses can
occur from issues systemic to the on-ramps and off-ramps used to access, trade, and store digital currencies on a distributed network.[16]
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In July 2017, $30 million in Ether was stolen when hackers exploited vulnerabilities in a startup’s digital wallet to obtain
exclusive ownership of the wallet and move all of its funds.[17] Attempts to fix the bug in November may have unintentionally frozen (effectively lost) an additional $150 million or more in an irreversible transaction, highlighting one way in
which blockchain technology’s immutability (typically an advantage for transactional transparency and recordkeeping) can
have disastrous consequences.[18]
ICOs have also become targets for cryptocurrency theft. Last summer, trading platform CoinDash tried to take advantage
of the growing trend of selling digital tokens as a method to raise capital, but after only 13 minutes, hackers diverted between $7 million and $10 million of investor capital away from the ICO before CoinDash could put a stop to it.[19]
In June 2016, between $55 million and $67 million in Ether were stolen from an Ethereum-based venture capital fund
known as the DAO, a particular Decentralized Autonomous Organization on the network, which put a further $250 million at risk and resulted in a “hard fork” (a radical protocol change that alters the validity of previous blocks in a chain) of
the Ethereum blockchain to contain the losses.[20] Liability for this incident was unclear at best, given that the DAO was
stateless and lacked a traditional corporate structure to indicate under what jurisdiction incidents should fall and who
should be liable.[21]
In the wake of these and many other incidents, regulators, issuers and investors have been struggling to build a framework around which this new financial technology can function safely. For starters, the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”) has issued guidance clarifying that some token sales are subject to U.S. securities laws.[22] This interpretation and the resulting examination of ICOs under the Howey securities test has increased the risk that digital asset
issuers could be subject to regulatory scrutiny and securities class action litigation, some of which have already begun.[23]
As such, the risks inherent to transacting in this space have not been fully addressed, particularly with respect to cybersecurity and financial recovery, both of which are key to the preparedness for and responsiveness to incidents such as those
outlined above.

Cryptocurrency (and Blockchain) Cybersecurity
From a cybersecurity perspective, and as discussed above, the immutability, encryption, and cryptographic elements
inherent in cryptocurrency transactions on a blockchain can lend themselves well to a secure environment. Cryptocurrencies and other blockchain applications can provide added security by inhibiting tampering and distributing data across all
the nodes of a network (rather than a single target server/a single point of failure for a DDoS attack), and they can mitigate traditional access control risks through the use of public and private key infrastructure to access encrypted data and
prevent a hacker from destroying a network (or holding it for ransom) through one unauthorized access point.[24]
Despite the added security benefits of cryptocurrencies’ underlying blockchain technology, external pressures and threats
pose risks that require an up-front assessment of vulnerabilities and countermeasures. Notably, off-chain entry and exit
points (on-ramps or off-ramps) to a distributed cryptocurrency ledger, and the mechanisms by which digital currencies
are stored (like the digital wallets hacked in the examples above, or the loss of private keys), introduce penetration points
that can capitalize on the blockchain’s irreversibility, whereby pilfered digital tokens and coins cannot be returned, and
victims can be left without much recourse (unless issuers and users are properly insured or indemnified). Similarly, the use
of private and public key authentication on a distributed network can create risk with respect to users’ private keys that, if
lost or compromised, can result in serious losses.
The rapid evolution of data protection regulations will impact security for cryptocurrencies and on blockchains generally. The European Union’s Global Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), in particular, focuses significantly on who controls
and who processes data. A question still exists as to the interplay between the European “right to be forgotten” and the
inability to execute the deletion of data on a blockchain. The concepts paramount to many data privacy and security laws
do not align cleanly with the decentralized and immutable components of blockchain technologies, and may require enhanced security features to be built on top of existing cryptocurrency frameworks to be compliant.[25] The lack of clarity
surrounding remedies and recourse for incidents similar to those outlined above, coupled with the potential for class actions against cryptocurrency issuers (especially where the digital coin would be considered to be securities[26]), highlights
the risks that issuers, exchanges, and users of cryptocurrencies face, and the need for adequate insurance solutions to
account for these risks.

Financial Recovery for Losses: Insurance and Underwriting Issues
Cryptocurrencies do not require financial institutions to issue them or banks to store them. Because transactions generally
are non-reversible and may be anonymous, the risks of financial loss increase.
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Traditional insurance coverage, such as network security and privacy liability (“cyberliability”) insurance, financial institution bonds and commercial crime insurance, directors’ and officers’ liability (“D&O”) insurance, and professional liability
errors and omissions (“E&O”) insurance, all should be considered as part of a cryptocurrency insurance program.
More specifically, insurers have developed insurance products to address both the traditional risks associated with the financial services industry and the unique and emerging aspects of cryptocurrencies. Cyberliability insurance is intended to
address first-party losses and third-party liability as a result of data security incidents, the disclosure of or failure to protect
private information, and privacy law violations. Some cryptocurrency exchanges and wallet providers have partnered with
traditional insurers and brokers to place and offer tailored coverage for the direct loss of cryptocurrency because of digital
wallet theft as a result of a breach to the wallet provider, such as from hacking or physical theft through a breach of provider cold storage, or employee theft or fraud.[27] Currently available cryptocurrency insurance products should be carefully
reviewed. Like all insurance policies, cryptocurrency insurance products contain exclusions and terms and conditions that
may affect recovery. For instance, cryptocurrency-specific policies may exclude loss as a result of a breach of the wallet
owner/user’s own security. Cryptocurrency-specific policies may only provide coverage under narrow factual circumstances, such as crime and employee misconduct,[28] whereas others may broadly cover the risk of loss both to the exchange
as a policyholder and to exchange customers.[29] Just as the risks associated with data security and privacy liability are
continuing to evolve, cyberliability insurance policies are an evolving product and are not standardized, and should be reviewed carefully. Policies should be drafted to insure against liability related to the company’s storage or exchange of digital currency, the corruption or breach of its associated technology, or losses as a result of a compromised vendor – each
tailored to the relevant business. Cyberliability insurance also often covers cyber extortion in which payment is demanded
in exchange for terminating a threat or an attack. “Ransomware” cyberattacks, which routinely demand payment in bitcoin
or other digital currency in exchange for terminating the attack, should be included in cyber extortion coverage.
Financial institution bonds and commercial crime insurance cover direct losses of money, property, and securities as a
result of specified dishonest and criminal acts by employees and outsiders. These policies should include coverage for
losses directly caused by computer fraud and social engineering (phishing) fraud. In the absence of clearly defined coverage, token thefts resulting from compromised access information obtained via social engineering and phishing have
resulted in refusals to pay claims by insurers and subsequent litigation to pursue recovery.[30] D&O insurance protects a
company’s directors and officers against third-party liability related to their management of the company, and also often
covers the company itself for securities claims (some private company D&O coverage may apply to a broader scope of
claims made against the company itself). Securities claims covered under D&O policies generally include actions alleging
violations of federal, state or foreign laws and regulations governing securities issued by the insured company. Cryptocurrency operators, issuers or users should ensure that their policies will cover securities lawsuits arising from registration issues or alleged misrepresentations to contributors or investors in an initial coin offering, a loss of coins, or damage to the
operations sustained by a wallet or other vulnerability.
Finally, issuers should consider E&O insurance, which is designed to protect from third-party liability for professional errors
and omissions. E&O polices can be tailored to specific professions and risks, and are frequently negotiable. A number of
insurers appear to have developed tailored cryptocurrency products, which may also incorporate cyberliability coverage
and commercial crime protection, but have yet to arrive at a comprehensive solution.[31] Other companies have created
captive insurance funds to protect their customers instead of turning to insurance companies.[32]

Conclusion
As the technology evolves, so will the crime associated with exploiting its vulnerabilities. Technology, regulatory, and
insurance coverage counsel can assist policy holders, issuers, and users to navigate these and other related issues both
during attempts to obtain insurance coverage and after any losses occur. An ounce of prevention is often worth a pound
of cure, but if not possible, insurance may address some of the cure.
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